
INTRODUCTION TO PREMIUM 
FINANCING
What is Premium Financing? 
Premium financing is an alternative insurance funding 
method for high net-worth clients who do not want to 
liquidate their high performing assets to buy life insurance. 
These clients choose to borrow money from a lending source 
to fund a life insurance policy that allows their current assets 
to grow. Those assets could be growing at a rate of return 
that exceeds the market and the borrowed lending rate. 
Let’s take a look at the perfect premium financing case, how 
premium financing was used previously, and where we see 
premium financing fitting in today’s marketplace.

Advanced Sales — Introduction to Premium Financing

The Perfect Opportunity for Premium Financing - The Perfect Sale
A perfect scenario for premium financing is created when the market is doing very well. This is an excellent time to 
suggest a premium financing arrangement. Clients could borrow at 5% and keep their assets, that are potentially 
earning 8%, 12%, and 15% or more. Clients have arbitrage, where they can earn more by leaving their assets in 
the market and borrow at a low loan interest rate. This is the perfect opportunity for premium financing, but as we 
know, the market is not always booming. 

The market can be volatile and clients can lose money quickly. If clients are not careful, they can lose the money 
they made in the market and their arbitrage would be lost. A client’s life insurance policy may not perform as he 
or she expected due to the market. This is why it is critical for premium finance to be communicated accurately to 
clients so they fully understand all there is to know, the good and the bad.

The STOLI Era - Where Did the Idea of “Free” Insurance Come From?
During the Stranger Owned Life Insurance (STOLI) era starting in the early ‘90s, premium finance became popular. 
This consisted of transactions where investors and producers enticed seniors to take out policies with the intent to 
sell the policy to investors (the strangers), after the two-year contestability period was over. The clients received 
two years of free insurance, then sold their policy, paid back the lender and made a profit by selling off their 
policy to investors. 

What the clients were not aware of is that they had often sold off their insurability. If the clients tried to purchase 
another life insurance policy after selling the original policy, they would find out they could not get another policy 
to satisfy their personal or estate planning needs. This created many lawsuits in the past. Some states have now 
enacted laws to prevent STOLI transactions. Life insurance carriers will decline to issue a policy if the intent is to 
sell. The era of “free insurance” or the STOLI era is in the past, but some in the industry are trying to sell the “free 
insurance” structure that no longer exists in today’s marketplace.



Where is Premium Financing Today?
In today’s market, the premium finance candidates have a need for life insurance but they 
do not want to liquidate their personal or business assets to buy life insurance. This is because their assets are 
performing better than the market or perhaps the assets are illiquid. 
In business cases, the business owner may not want to use his or her business capital to fund life insurance  
premiums because he or she needs it to invest and grow the business. These clients have a need for life   
insurance, but it does not make financial sense for them to use business assets when they can borrow money at 
a low interest rate. These clients cannot be risk adverse and they must understand the arbitrage of premium 
finance and all the potential risks involved. These are the clients we should be considering for premium finance 
in today’s market.

For more information on Premium Financing, please contact your Frontier Advanced 
Sales Specialist or your Frontier Sales Vice President.
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